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INSTRUCTIONS
Installation - Operation - Inspection - Maintenance
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ROSS MODEL 23RWR –PRESSURE RELIEF / BACK PRESSURE SUSTAINING VALVE
INSTRUCTIONS

SHIPMENT:
When received, the valve, depending upon size, may have external controls attached, or as a two piece
shipment with main valve body on skids and external controls in a separate box. The inlet of main valve is
identified with a metal tag. When controls are shipped separately, connections are tagged.

STORAGE:
If necessary to store the valve before installation, it should be protected from the elements. Inside storage is
recommended. If this is not possible, the valve should be protected from dirt, heat, freezing, and direct
sunlight.

MAIN VALVE INSTALLATION:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Check inside of the valve for shipping blocks or other foreign material.
Flush main before installing, if possible, and close any 1/4" and 1/2" isolation valves in external controls
(optional) for the first passage of water through the main valve.
Place valve in line with flange marked “Inlet” facing high pressure or supply line.
If optional external piping and controls were provided, but not attached to valve when shipped, connect
couplings identified with tags which are numbered. Pet cocks are provided for attaching gauges to back
side of valve. Optional Indicator Rod (#20) shows position of main stem.

Caution: Allow enough clearance above valve for stem assembly removal.

STARTING OPERATION:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Close 1/4" or 1/2" isolation valve in control piping (if provided).
Open the main line isolation valve on the discharge side of the valve (downstream).
Slowly open main line isolation valve on the high pressure of inlet side to the valve.
Open 1/4" or 1/2" isolation valve in control piping (if provided).

Loosening the union of the optional control piping on the top cap side of the Needle (speed control) Valve will
help bleed air and give a positive indication when the operating chamber is full. It may be necessary to apply
pressure to the optional valve indicator rod with a wrench handle or block of wood until the valve operating
chamber is pressurized.

BACK PRESSURE SUSTAINING/RELIEF VALVE
Purpose: Maintain inlet pressure/Control pressure in main line

Model No: 23RWR

Sizes: 1 1/2” - 3”
Type: Direct Acting Throttling
Primarily Controlled By:
Hydraulic pressure
Located:
Back Pressure Sustaining: In line
Relief: In tee connection
Purpose:
Back Pressure Sustaining: To prevent
inlet pressure from falling below a
preset minimum
Relief: To prevent excessive pressure in the
main line
External Piping: None
Ends: Flanged or screwed
Inlet Pressure: Maximum: 300 psi
Inlet Pressure: Minimum:
5 psi
Class: 125 ANSI for inlet
pressures to 180 psi
250 ANSI for inlet
pressures to 300 psi
Fluid: Cold water service
Construction: Cast iron body, bronze
cover, pilot, piston and internal trim
Control Valves: None

Options
1. All bronze body
2. Stainless steel trim

Ross engineers customize the basic 23RWR to accommodate
individual needs.

Customized Features
Any one or a selection of features can be added to the basic
back pressure sustaining/relief valve.
Code
PR - Pressure Reducing Pilot Valve (Only when 23RWR is
used on line as a back pressure sustaining valve.)
SC or SO - Solenoid Pilot Valve: 2 Way
SG or SF - Solenoid Pilot Valve: 3 Way
BP - External Back Pressure Sustaining/Relief Pilot Valve
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Factory: Telephone (518) 274 - 0961; Fax (518) 274 - 0210

BACK PRESSURE SUSTAINING/RELIEF VALVE
Model Number: 23RWR

Basic Applications:
Back Pressure Sustaining

Basic Application: Relief

1. Permit a higher pressure zone to reinforce the
lower pressure zone without lowering the high
zone pressure.
2. Prevent over pumping in the event of a line break
or excessive demand.
3. Prevent a pump from lowering the suction pressure
below a safe minimum.
HIGH
PRESSURE
ZONE
(CONTROLLED)

LOW
PRESSURE
ZONE

Protect lines against excessive pressure that may be
caused by:
1. Rapid or erroneous closing of a valve or hydrant.
2. Failure of a pressure reducing station.
3. Starting and stopping a pump equipped with a
slow type check valve.
4. Reduced demand in a closed loop pumped system.
5. Power Failure.
SUPPLY

USER

If: User’s demand increases enough to reduce the
pressure from the supply into the Ross Valve
(upstream pressure)
Ross Main Valve will: Throttle to pass only the
amount of water to user that will sustain an
acceptable preset level.
If: Supply pressure falls below the preset level
Ross Main Valve will: Close.

Optional
if pipe to
atmosphere

DISCHARGE

If: Pressure in the supply/user line exceeds a preset
acceptable pressure
Ross Main Valve will: Discharge a sufficient
amount of water to reduce pressure to the
preset level.
If: Pressure in the supply/user line drops to the preset
pilot valve setting
Ross Main Valve will: Close.

Factory: Telephone (518) 274 - 0961; Fax (518) 274 - 0210
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